Leonard Floyd
Height: 6’6” Weight: 244 Arms: 33”
OLB Georgia Jr.
Combine: 40 yd Dash: 4.60 20 Yd Shuttle : 4.32 Vert: 39.5”
Pros:
-

Cons:
Long arms and legs
Huge frame
Does a great job locking out blocker
Doesn’t get stuck on blocks
Very elusive and slips blocks easily
Great motor, flies all over the field
Asked to drop in zone, play man
Played all over the field
Good burst off the ball
shows ability to bend the corner
Decent set of pass rush moves
Chase player who can run play
down from behind
Looks fluid enough to drop into
Keeps low pad level when engaging

-

Looks very thin
Played lighter than listed weight
Not a sure tackler
Lacks adequate power
Doesn’t bring any pop to tackles
No power behind punch
Hot headed
Struggles in coverage when asked
to drop

At best Leonard Floyd is Jamie Collins. He could turn into a freakish athlete that can drop in to
coverage, play the run and pass, and get pressure on the quarterback. At worst he’s Aaron
Maybin or Barkevious Mingo; a player that is simply not big enough and strong enough to play in
the NFL. He’s got speed and explosion but lacks any sort of power to his game. At times it’s easy
to confuse Floyd with a receiver, due to his thin, lanky frame. He’s strong for his size, but at 6’6”
you’d hope for him to be at least 260. At 244, he’ll have to strictly be an outside linebacker in a
hybrid defense. Floyd is talented, and has solid pass rushing potential, but it doesn’t seem like
he’ll be able to add the adequate muscle mass to hold up at the next level. He’s going to be
over-drafted, but he may never develop into anything more than a situational pass rusher.

